
KUWAIT: Gold prices went up by 1.5 percent to
reach $1,228 per ounce in last week’s trading in New
York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX), according to
Sabaek Al-Kuwait Company. It added in its weekly
report yesterday that this upraise came for the first
time since the last five weeks after the gold reached
its lowest levels during the last four months as it hit
$1,204 per ounce. It later went up again by the end
of last week with $19 difference from the beginning
of the week. — KUNA 

LONDON: Kuwait’s Ahmad Al-Mutairi came first
Saturday in the men’s 100M. wheelchair track race,
T33 category, of athletics competitions at the 2017
World Para Athletics Championships, currently held
in London.  Mutairi came in lead at record time of 17
seconds, coming ahead of his three British competi-
tors who finished the race at 17.79 seconds.  Al-
Mutairi’s win has, once again, hoisted Kuwait’s flag
and played the national anthem at a major interna-
tional sports event, Anwar Al-Mutawa, head of the
Kuwaiti participating team, stated. — KUNA

KUWAIT: The US Dollar exchange rate against the
Kuwaiti Dinar went down yesterday exchanging at
KD 0.302 while the Euro went up to KD 0.347, said
the Central Bank of Kuwait (CBK). Meanwhile, the
Sterling Pound was up to KD 0.396, whereas the
Swiss Franc stood at KD 0.314 and the Japanese Yen
was firm at KD 0.002. — KUNA
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KUWAIT: Kuwait’s National Assembly building. — KUNA photo

By Meshaal Al-Enezi and Hanan Al-Saadoun 

KUWAIT: The cassation court sentenced Sheikh Abdullah Al-Salem Al-
Sabah to three years in jail for insulting HH the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and several dignitaries. Sheikh Mohammad
Al-Abdullah Al-Sabah, the states Minister of Cabinet Affairs was one of
those who filed complaints against the convicted royal.

False claims
The Interior Ministry denied yesterday that a lawyer came forward

with evidence to prove that a fake doctor had impersonated a Kuwaiti
doctor who had left Kuwait nearly thirty years ago. A lawyer had posted
online that he gave police the Bangladeshi man’s ID and original pass-
port, in addition to the forged Kuwaiti passport that allegedly belonged
to a Kuwaiti man who used to work for the Health Ministry and also
served as his sponsor. The Interior Ministry said in a statement yesterday
that those claims are not true, and that police had instead called the
lawyer who failed to provide any concrete evidence to support his
claims. Investigations in the case are still ongoing.

Smuggling foiled
Police arrested an Asian man who brought in opium hidden in

sweets in an attempt to smuggle it through Kuwait International
Airport. He was sent to the Drugs Control General Department.

Fire put out
Mubarak Al-Kabeer firemen responded to a call about a fire in a vehi-

cle in Dhahar, and put the blaze out. No injuries were reported.

Royal sentenced for insulting Amir

KUWAIT: Mubarak Al-Kabeer municipality carried out inspections at the governorate’s co-ops, in addition to stores and restaurants in Aswaq Al-Qurain. Inspectors issued 15 violations for not complying with general hygiene
rules, storing spoiled food, employing a worker with expired health certificate and another without one. Meanwhile, 615 kilos of foodstuff unfit for human consumption were destroyed. Separately, Jahra municipality checked
666 stores, removed 440 signs and issued citations to 110 stores. —Photos by Meshaal Al-Enezi and Hanan Al-Saadoun


